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i. Abstract

The purpose of  this thesis is to highlight how we interpret meaning through online communication 

platforms and the consequential reform of  human connection and social behavior. Of  the most 

prevalent cause and effects is the opportunity for anonymity and its potential as an enabler of  both 

community and cyber harassment.  As performance affords methods of  communication absent from 

the online platforms and thus extends the possibilities for interpretation, my thesis project uses live 

performance to extract hidden or misunderstood layers of  meaning either lost or born in these online 

text communications. A chat log from the infamous Gamergate controversy serves as the exempla-

ry case and database for analysis. Text and word emotion analysis were utilized, primarily in con-

junction with the Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) and Hashtag Emotion Lexicon, to create the 

narrative and performance components. Its performance is composed of  preprogrammed digital and 

live analog music, responsive visualization projections, and an actor – a balance of  algorithmic data 

analysis and inescapable human interpretation. It is one exploration in the exponentially evolving 

human experience directly influenced by online communication.
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skēm is a live theatrical performance that transposes purely text-based online communication into a 

visual music narrative to draw out the power and implications of  our online behaviors and commu-

nications. It is with the advent of  online tools and platforms affording new forms of  delivering mes-

sages and interpreting meaning that we see new values in human connection. Communication can be 

asynchronous or instant, scattered, and one-sided. Without the social order or personal inhibitions 

that are present in face-to-face communication, individuals are able to experiment, indulge, and/or 

dramatize their identities and interactions. The Internet has created a performance space for anyone 

with network access. Thus, skēm took its form as a performance piece - bringing the online behaviors 

into real space and real time.

The performance of  skēm is set in an online chat forum and uses word emotion analysis and com-

munication patterns for the creation of  the narrative and performance components. It is composed 

of  live digital and analog music, dynamic visualizations, and an actor. The analysis of  the words and 

communication structure are essential building blocks for the piece, but with each step in its creation, 

it becomes its own story of  interpretation. 

skēm aims to highlight how we make meaning through these online platforms and their consequential 

reform of  human dynamics. Will the performative nature of  certain behaviors with its dramatization 

of  emotion online alter our emotional connections and relationships offline? How do we come to de-

termine what is performance and what is a real expression of  human connection?

Chapter 1
Introduction
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1.A. IMPETUS

Various online news media articles surrounding Gamergate and misogyny on the Internet published in 2014.

It was August 2014, during this initial concept phase, and the media outlets were saturated with sto-

ries of  the flood of  cyber harassment targeting a few women in the gaming community - inextricably 

linked to a movement calling for ethics in games journalism: Gamergate. I began to connect the per-

formance in theater with this ever-growing draw to a similar performance of  assumed identities online 

and its own productive and destructive effects in the ways it connects people.

I attempted to gather not only the historical and mass media viewpoints but also the awareness and 

1.i Gamergate in the Media

My thesis concept began in the theater. Theater is a force in life. I have lived and witnessed its effects 

on those who perform and those who come open to the escape and the connection. I embarked on my 

research with the questions: what audience should be involved and what should they gain from this 

work or product?

A. Impetus
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1.A. IMPETUS

opinions of  peers. I, for one, admittedly knew very little about the excessive and vile nature of  certain 

established online communities. I facilitated group conversations and workshops with peers, inter-

views with relevant professionals and experts, in addition to sourcing several online articles and pub-

lished research surrounding cyber harassment, its legal implications, and those cases brought forth or 

popularized through mass media.

The initial step into this area exposed a highly provocative and informational journal article written by 

University of  Maryland School of  Law professor, Danielle Keats Citron. In it she presents the history 

of  women’s rights and the correlations in the trivialization of  online abuse aimed at the female gen-

der. She describes the emotional, psychological and economical ramifications and the need for a civil 

rights agenda to secure [necessary] gender equality for our networked lives [Citron].  

In the discussions and interviews with professionals in the online publishing and gaming industry, the 

problem was magnified by complexity. Stories that make it to our news media become convoluted and 

question what we do see as permissible online behavior and where we should or could intervene. For 

instance, in the case of  Zoe Quinn, one of  the central targets of  Gamergate, it began with her ex-boy-

friend posting about her unfaithfulness. I was torn about whether we would view the victimization in 

the same way if  the roles were reversed. 

Cyber harassment is a serious issue becoming somewhat commonplace that places the heart of  it in 

the lives of  networked teenagers (though still very young in its defensible studies) [Boyd]. And the 

gaming industry and its history with misogynistic portrayals of  women alongside its massive popular-

ity, economic success, and influence makes a case for this audience to be a central point of  reflection 

[Chu]. Then again, there are the tech giants, with an overwhelming male majority, creating the plat-

forms in which we share, connect, govern, and support these behaviors [Hess].   Must the audience 

then become the network?
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1.B. SIGNIFICANCE

Whether we find it an opportunity, necessity or distraction, our networked life is embedded in almost 

all of  our educational, social and professional pursuits and relationships. With its rapidly increasing 

growth and complexity, we have yet to fully understand its power and compulsions (and possibly never 

will). However, if  we choose to acknowledge that these technologies are an amplification of  the cur-

rent values and social structures at play in our society [Wajcman], we can take greater precaution in 

the behaviors they condone or afford.

Some online behaviors becoming increasingly pervasive are inflicting damage outside the online 

sphere.  These are in the form of  attacks against the female gender with the utmost vulgar and horri-

fying threats [Citron]. It is not the Internet that has created the values, but it has given way to new be-

haviors that proliferate them which in turn have very real, sometimes devastating implications on lives. 

Misogyny and prejudice already exist in many forms. It cannot be denied that we live in a patriarchal 

society and it is only very recent in our history that women’s rights at home and in the workplace have 

been legally constituted (though the inequality is still very much in practice). However, online media 

and content have the power to not only spread ideas but also shape our patterns of  thought [Carr]. 

“Physical distance, coupled with the disembodied nature of  internet use, removes a layer of  inhibition 

to the meaning-making operation.”[Jenkins]  And when the cyber harassment is so widespread that it 

feels commonplace even though it has proven extremely destructive psychologically and profession-

ally to the recipients, it demands a pause in our trajectory and a new directive in what we as a society 

value and accept as permissible behavior (present both online and offline).  As our time in these online 

communities continues to increase, how will the advent of  new online behaviors shape our society? 

How do we understand the online sphere as more than a performance of  alternate identities but as 

embedded in our reality? How can we imbue the empathy we feel in face-to-face interactions in virtual 

interactions?

B. Significance
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A. Meaning Making in the Digital Age

At the core of  any performance is the audience reception. Constructionist communication models 

(furthered by Richard A. Lanham and Erving Goffman) inherent in the performance (but any commu-

nication really) include the following flow: a message -> an encoder -> a medium -> a decoder. And 

at each point these are colored by historical and social contexts.

There are several theories surrounding this meaning making, and I draw much of  my argument from 

the research by cultural historian Lynne Conner.   In her book, Audience Engagement and the Role of  

Arts Talk in the Digital Age, Conner pulls together centuries of  theory surrounding meaning making, 

Chapter 2
Domains of Inquiry

Design is a matter of  identifying a problem or vision and finding the most desirable solution. Factors 

influencing desirability can vary based on the value placed on its effectiveness, efficiency or enjoy-

ment. As I look to address the issue of  communication and interpretation, the effectiveness and enjoy-

ment are the key players in the potential solutions. We primarily communicate with the intention of  

our message being received and decoded by an entity. The way in which we encode the message, with 

how engaging or relevant it may be to the receiver, will undoubtedly influence the effectiveness of  its 

reception. Thus, greater awareness of  how we receive information both online and in a performance 

context were essential areas of  inquiry, in addition to a more holistic understanding of  the culture and 

environments associated with the Gamergate narrative. 
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2.A. MEANING MAKING IN THE DIGITAL AGE

from the days of  Aristotle to today, and cites one philosopher, Dennis Dutton, to further the discussion 

surrounding human instinct and interpretation that I find relevant to our present attachment to digital 

venues: 

For Dutton, the urge to experience an arts event is bound up in his belief  that a work of  art is 

“another human mind incarnate: not in flesh and blood but in sounds, words, colors… I believe 

that this intense interest in art as emotional expression derives from wanting to see through art 

into another human personality: it springs from a desire for knowledge of  another person. 

[Conner]

We see the same desire of  “knowledge of  another person” played out in paramount in online contexts; 

in how quickly and intensely we subscribe to the mass systems that proliferate the sharing of  personal 

information, emotions, ideas, and histories; the most notable to be Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram. 

“Everyone becomes an audience and performer all the time.”[Abercrombie]   Thus, the system took 

the performance aspect of  our lives and made it an everyday, commonplace behavior.

 

2.i Shift in Communication Models

In the one-to-many model, a single entity (either an organization or an individual) produce and deliver a message to a mass 
audience without opportunity for response (e.g., radio, television, etc.). The many-to-many model is illustrative of  our Inter-
net network and the ever-present opportunities for an individual to be both producer and receiver of  content.
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2.A. MEANING MAKING IN THE DIGITAL AGE

The conflict arrives with how the audience-performer dynamic we so heavily vest ourselves in is chang-

ing the ways in which we communicate. On a phenomenological level, the way we speak online is 

different from face-to-face conversations. “Physical distance, coupled with the disembodied nature of  

internet use, removes a layer of  inhibition to the meaning-making operation.”(Conner)   The way we 

perform or communicate online and how we play into the entertainment model of  it all, creates new 

phenomena with inequality and harassment (e.g., Zoe Quinn and Gamergate) and acts of  terrorism 

as entertainment (e.g., ISIS YouTube videos of  beheadings). With the one-to-many approach from 

previous media (e.g., a new anchor/show broadcasting to millions of  homes) and performance models 

becoming many-to-many on the Internet (e.g., a chat forum), the responsibility of  the message is being 

relinquished and the act of  interpretation has become self-serving [Conner].   And as our online and 

offline lives continue to merge, negative behaviors shaped by the social interpretation from our online 

communication may continue to leak into our daily lives disrupting our relationships and ability to 

acknowledge another’s field of  meaning. 

In the digital age, we have seen other startling shifts in communication with our expectations as pro-

ducers and receivers of  content.  Our new concept of  time is “instant.” This is in part due to the ease 

of  means and access to rapidly produce content and media. Our digital environments are flooded and 

databases exist to order and store this exponentially increasing data. And it is when we go to access 

this database might we understand the cultural, political, or economical values that are in place to both 

categorize and assemble the data.

Dr. Lev Manovich, new media theorist, author and professor of  computer science, sees the comput-

er age serving the “cultural algorithm: reality -> media -> data -> database.”[Manovich] Though 

Manovich believes narrative is seemingly lost in database culture, does the fact that it is inherent in 

our technology-dependent lives acknowledge its influence on our reality (and thus our personal narra-

tives)? What then are the core defining elements of  our narrative? How quickly will the nuanced flow 
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2.A. MEANING MAKING IN THE DIGITAL AGE

of  our day-to-day lives shift to an algorithm? 

Database culture in partnership or conflict with narrative is an intriguing discussion. Manovich deter-

mines:

“if  after the death of  God (Nietzsche), the end of  grand Narratives of  Enlightenment (Lyotard) 

and the arrival of  the Web (Tim Berners-Lee) the world appears to us as an endless and unstruc-

tured collection of  images, texts, and other data records, it is only appropriate that we will be 

moved to model it as a database--but it is also appropriate that we would want to develop poetics, 

aesthetics, and ethics of  this database.”  

Christiane Paul furthers this discussion in terms of  database aesthetics. She sees it as “a way of  reveal-

ing (visual) patterns of  knowledge, beliefs, and social behavior.”[Paul] This, then, becomes a key factor 

in the present context and may be seen as a driving influence to the structure and content of  a new 

piece. Who controls the narrative from our endless contributions to various social media databases? 

Is it collective or individual? How does a collective collection of  inputs (or experiences) alter how we 

make meaning?

Understanding the ephemeral nature of  theater also brings to light a tension between its presence and 

the reconstruction of  meaning through documentation. Though we appreciate the performance (or 

any real world experience) with its fleeting nature, its “constructed opposition to the recorded and 

re-playable media,”[Abercrombie] we also fear this disappearance and desire a method of  preserving 

(i.e., documenting) the experience.  We have the capability to archive and preserve in a database, but 

what becomes of  our individual narratives, our reconstructed memories? What do we find significant 

in later years purely for its survival in a database and not in the emotional experience the moments 

created at inception? And with the Gamergate chat log, what filters become essential in creating an 

effective and engaging narrative for skēm?
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2.B. MEANING MAKING IN THEATER AND PERFORMANCE

B. Meaning Making in Theater and Performance

I chose (theater) performance as the medium due to a background in the performing arts and thus my 

understanding of  what experiences live performance affords. The access to digital technologies and 

virtual environments has enabled new forms of  entertainment and expression – a constant feed of  

stimulus and instant gratification. Though it sees numerous opportunities, such as activating disparate 

communities and expanding our own knowledge, it comes at a cost. It removes an essential way we 

have gathered knowledge and grown from our experiences - through our bodies and physical presence. 

Embodied cognition embraces the theory that we create meaning and influence the mind through the 

experiences of  our bodies; thus, they are both tools and limits to how we make meaning in the world.

[Koch]  This is relevant in my exploration of  the live performance due to the necessity of  performers’ 

and audiences’ physical co-presence in real space and real time. In theater, an actor uses their body to 

evoke emotion within and to communicate their character attributes.[Styan]  The audience sees and 

hears the story and emotional arcs unfold – able to relate their experiences in their bodies with the 

comparable on stage. The non-verbal (or non-text) communication has long been heavily relied in our 

day-to-day communication, and the concerns raised where it is absent in virtual communication are 

not new. They are becoming commonplace, but are we adapting? 

Individuals present are also susceptible to the ancillary aspects of  theater such as lighting and sounds, 

heat, and the comfort (or discomfort) of  their seating or position. Though meaning making and in-

terpretation are nuanced by an individual, live performance creates a shared environment for the 

experience and enforces those real physical components that are not inherent with virtual or text 

communication.

The audience is also performing for the actors. There is a very real sense of  their engagement and 

appreciation that can be felt by the actors on stage. It is a constant conversation that may be audible 
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or inaudible, may be visible or invisible. But everyone senses its presence and power to alter the course 

of  the performance.[Giannachi] 

The draw of  the live performance has long held a key place in many of  our cultures. From theater to 

music and dance, stories, talents and ideas have been translated in performance to engage an audience 

and delight or evoke passions. As theater is the testing ground for the validity of  language [Styan], and 

language is built by metaphorical concepts that shape what we perceive and how we relate to others 

[Conner], skēm looks to use theater to understand online communication, bringing to light its own 

metaphorical concepts shaping our relationships.

2.B. MEANING MAKING IN THEATER AND PERFORMANCE
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2.C. RELEVANCE WITH THE NEW AUDIENCE

I began diving into the time-based performance and new media art to better understand the drivers 

behind audience attendance and demographics, funding, and use of  new technologies in performance 

techniques and styles.  Though the ultimate driver behind this research was the ever-present debate: is 

theater a dying art form?[Trueman]   I was hoping to discover a correlation between the expanse of  our 

digital and virtual culture and new forms of  entertainment with the “fall” of  live theater, but what I 

found was a correlation in the styles of  theater and the cultural and social conflicts and explorations of  

the time. The use of  new technologies (non-digital and digital) of  course influence the theater experi-

ence but it has been present throughout theater’s history – from the deus ex machina in Greek tragedy 

to the video projections we see on sets today. The significant revelation came with the understanding 

of  creating content that is relevant to a time and relevant to a community: the ‘new’ audience wants 

you to connect with what is politically/socially/culturally of  importance to them today.[Shalwitz]

The Central Works Method [CentralWorks]  was appropriated and tailored to fit the purposes of  this 

‘new’ audience research. Central Works is a Bay Area theater company that casts the play before a 

script is written. They involve several collaborators, from actors to designers and a playwright, to come 

together in 10 workshops to create a scripted piece. For my process, this involved a selection of  peers, 

experts and published research to focus the lens of  inquiry; essentially informing the questions: what 

audience should be involved and what should they gain from this work or product?

To be clear, at this stage in the process, this method served as both research for the context of  cyber 

harassment as well as a rapid prototype of  a process. As stated in Chapter 1, several methods of  re-

search were conducted, which included interviews, workshops, and academic journal and news arti-

cles. (Link to Appendix with Interviews and Workshops)

C. Relevance with the ‘New’ Audience
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2.C. RELEVANCE WITH THE NEW AUDIENCE

2.ii Concept Development with the Central Works Method

The Central Works Method is a process of  creative production that is driven by iteration and collaboration. It begins with an 
idea and includes a range of  roles essential to a theatrical production to influence the content of  a piece. I used their frame-
work as a guide to my own process of  creation.

Another research goal was to take a successful performing arts production with a social justice focus 

and uncover the contextual factors – the intent to show how one might be able to use the factors to 

replicate a similar outcome. The exemplary case was VDAY and “The Vagina Monologues.” This is 

an organization that has taken an incredible cause and built an entire organization and global com-

munity supporting its mission to end violence against women and girls. The key pieces (or technical 

components) that made this possible are as follows:

• a cause: the horrific violence affecting women and girls around the world;

• interviews: Eve Ensler’s initial interviews of  over 200 women around the world 

         which sparked “The Vagina Monologues”;

• engaged collaborators: production crew and actors volunteering time and energy 

         to produce “The Vagina Monologues”;

• a set time and place: shared time and space for production and performance that 

         is agreed upon by all involved;
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2.C. RELEVANCE WITH THE NEW AUDIENCE

• community: friends, family, and colleagues in support of  this work.

The new audience is the community with which the arts event sits. Though, it is not enough to be 

a passive viewer; the new audience wants to take part in the creation, whether directly or indirectly. 

skēm uses an everyday behavior, chatting online, and creates a full theatrical performance. It takes the 

everyday input and creates a new output that illustrates how we construct drama in our networked 

lives from simple lines of  text.   
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2.D. THE DRAW OF 4CHAN

As previously mentioned, we have reached a point in time that has made producers of  everyone. It is 

no longer simply consuming entertainment, but making it and sharing it on massive scales. And the 

draw is not just in what you make now but what is next. There is the need for new, for instant, i.e., a 

constant flow of  new content. And an online community that thrives on this dynamic nature (with 

little restraint) is 4chan.[Stryker]   

4chan describes itself  as: 

a simple image-based bulletin board where anyone can post comments and share images… 

4chan was started as a project by Christopher “moot” Poole, a user of  a small IRC/DC commu-

nity known as Raspberry Heaven, which was [then] composed of  users from the “Anime Death 

Tentacle Rape Whorehouse” (ADTRW) sub-forum of  The Something Awful Forums. The site 

began as a small image dump for those communities that soon spread like wildfire and garnered 

enough traffic and popularity to become its own fully fledged community. [4chan] 

4chan is not the direct subject of  skēm, and the dataset used is taken from a separate chat forum. How-

ever, 4chan’s user base and boards are often referenced in the Gamergate chat log. Ergo, the individual 

commentators in the Gamergate chat log are familiar with and/or part of  the 4chan community and 

its Wild West culture. 

There are boards that span a range of  topics, from anime and gaming to paranormal and explicit adult 

content. There is a community to draw almost any interest. One of  the more infamous boards is /b/, 

or its “Random” board. (This board makes the most headlines, as it is often the first outlet for scandals 

like leaked celebrity nudes and was the birthplace of  Anonymous, an amorphous and powerful group 

of  hackers and activists.)

D. The Draw of 4Chan
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2.D. THE DRAW OF 4CHAN

There are rules that cover all boards, or “Global Rules”, in addition to rules particular to each board. 

However, for /b/, almost no rules apply. Though everyone remains anonymous.

On /b/, with the incessant flood of  new comments or image content, you may in one instance view 

a thread about pizza toppings, hit refresh, and come upon an explicit image of  human torture. There 

is no control; there is no filter; and there is no archive. Content goes as quickly as it comes. With this 

high traffic intensity and lack of  structure, it all inhabits a culture of  chaos. 

In her book, “Hacker, Hoaxer, Whistleblower, Spy,”  Gabriella Coleman finds ‘chaos’ as essential to 

new beginnings.[Coleman] Though her focus is with Anonymous, I believe the same sentiment applies 

with the volatility of  4chan. She draws insight from the juxtaposition of  two quotes:

Chaos is a name for any order that produces confusion in our minds but it won’t be chaos once 

we see it for what it is. – Spanish philosopher George Santayana

Chaos often breeds life, when order breeds habit. – Henry Brooks Adams

The vulgarity and the prevalent misogyny are enough to make headlines, but Ms. Coleman is not 

alone in speaking to the necessity of  this type of  space online. It is this Wild West nature that had 

Time Magazine call it ‘the wellspring from which a lot of  Internet culture, and hence popular culture, 

bubbles.’[The Guardian]  These spaces have influence on all of  us. 
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skēm takes form as a live performance fusing several modes of  expression: live and preprogrammed 

music, responsive visualizations, voice and body movement. The four-act narrative draws from the 

first quarter of  a controversial Internet Relay Chat (IRC) log surrounding Gamergate (see Chapter 1). 

It must be noted that the underlying fascination in skēm lies with the behaviors afforded by the online 

platforms and uses Gamergate as an exemplary case. The text analysis utilizes the Natural Language 

Toolkit (NLTK) open source software, AlchemyLanguage API, and the Hashtag Emotion Lexicon 

authored by Saif  Mohammad of  the National Research Council Canada.  NLTK and AlchemyLan-

guage text analysis provided the key themes, user interaction frequency, and word sentiment to write 

the narrative arc and flow. The Hashtag Emotion Lexicon analysis provided the overall emotional 

texture for each act and the emotion scores were transposed into the base score for the piece. The 

performance is composed of  a live discourse between the base emotional texture (programmed sound) 

and the events in the narrative (piano) in correlation with an actor and dynamic visualizations. It is a 

product of  a collaboration with Arlen Ginsburg (musician and composer) and Timothy Mele (actor).

A. Scope

Chapter 3
Methodology
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3.B. EXEMPLARY CASE: GAMERGATE

Encyclopedia Dramatica is a satirical website that functions as a wiki for Internet culture. The above images and quotes are 
from their Gamergate page. It describes the ethos of  Side B. 

3.i Gamergate Page on Encyclopedia Dramatica

Though much of  the motivations fueling both sides have been long-standing, it was a particular inci-

dent involving the independent female game designer, Zoe Quinn, and her ex-boyfriend, Eron Gjoni, 

which set off  the torrential downpour of  online attacks. Zoe Quinn had recently released her inter-

active browser game, Depression Quest, to critical acclaim – acclaim some individuals in the gaming 

community believed to be undue. When Eron released a series of  blog posts with accusations that Zoe 

had cheated on him with several figures in the gaming industry, Side B took this as their warrant to un-

leash a massive attack. The attacks included posts of  extremely personal information and nude images 

and vile and vulgar threats of  rape and murder. And although many from Side B claimed their mission 

Defining Gamergate concerns the video game community and is its own controversy. Whatever the 

impetus, Gamergate ultimately became an Internet culture war – one side advocating for greater in-

clusion in gaming (I will continue to refer to as “Side A”) and the other holding tight to their current 

gaming identity (I will continue to refer to as “Side B”). And even referencing it as simply a ‘culture 

war’ seems to diminish the violence embedded in this ongoing battle as the online threats from Side B 

have initiated an FBI investigation.[Dewey]  

B. Exemplary Case: Gamergate
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3.B. EXEMPLARY CASE: GAMERGATE

was to protect ethics in games journalism, the movement became centralized on the unrelenting cyber 

harassment of  a few women in the games industry.   

The IRC chat log known as #burgersandfries, was discovered in the midst of  the threats and exposed 

much of  the strategic planning and targeting of  Zoe Quinn, in addition to the array of  misogynistic 

attitudes at its core. It is over 190,000 comments long and spans nearly two weeks’ time. 

3.ii Excerpt from IRC Chat Log #burgersandfries

This excerpt is taken from an early section of  the chat log and several lines of  this excerpt are used in Part One of  skēm.
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3.C. FORM

C. Form

skēm is designed for a performance venue and adapted to the particular venue attributes. The debut 

performance takes place at The New School auditorium at 66 West 12th Street. The venue includes a 

proscenium style stage and seats 468 people. 

The seven-minute performance is an audio-visual piece with the audio being a combination of  pre-pro-

grammed sound and live piano and the visuals including dynamic animations and a live performer. 

The piece draws from the first quarter of  the IRC chat log and is set in four acts: the Prologue sets the 

context with excerpts from the Hacker’s Manifesto [The Mentor]; Part One includes the call to arms 

and initial strategy; Part Two exemplifies the long periods of  waiting and typical playful banter among 

the users; Part Three includes the Q&A session with Eron and the group’s focus on acquiring lurid 

details of  Zoe’s past from which to further build their case. 

skēm’s stage design was configured for the performance space at 66 West 12th Street, New York. There are front and rear 
projections onto an array of  sheer scrims. 

3.iii Aerial View of Stage
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3.iv Initial Concept Design of Hanging Scrims

3.C. FORM

To create more depth with the 2D visualizations, layered scrims enable the light from the projections to echo through to the 
next layers and the altering shapes and positions create differing perspectives. 

A construction of  hanging scrims of  variable dimensions will be used to project the visualizations 

and the performer’s speech and movement on stage will be in conversation with them. The emotional 

texture of  each part has been digitally programmed into a midi format and the piano composition 

is overlaid to highlight the plot events and dialogue. Both sounds will inform the dynamics of  the 

visualizations. From the audience point of  view, the projection on the scrims takes a flat visual and 

extends it with fading echoes as the light filters through the layers of  fabric. Additionally, the variable 

dimensions provide slightly differing views of  the visuals depending on where one sits. skēm expects 

the inescapable variation in interpretation and plays into this while also physicalizing virtual events.
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3.D. THE ITERATIVE PROCESS

When introducing translation as a key construction to a piece, it is inherently connected to interpre-

tation. There is a point or points in which someone makes a decision as to what is the input (text 

data), what the form the translation takes, and what is the algorithm for the translation. And when 

using such variably constructed data as human speech, there are equally variable opportunities for the 

translation to range in how it interprets and makes meaning. These are the base challenges faced in the 

process to develop skēm. 

skēm utilized text analysis that included both open-source software and self-interpretation. At each 

stage in the analysis, more themes would arise making way for additional perspectives to take place. 

It was a struggle to balance both a [somewhat im-] possible objective translation with the seemingly 

arbitrary order and modes of  analysis. 

D. The Iterative Process

3.v Music Composition Work Session

Creative work sessions for the music portion of  skēm took place at the composer and musician, Arlen Ginsburg’s, apartment 
in Williamsburg, New York. We would often move back and forth from the data, programmed music and the piano.  
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3.vi Emotion Heat Maps

3.D. THE ITERATIVE PROCESS

As each word provided a data point, it was essential to pare down the number of  data points used as midi inputs. Data 
points were concentrated in the higher scoring portions of  the text.

The piece’s ultimate form became the balance of  algorithmic data analysis and human interpretation. 

In addition to myself, the collaborators, Arlen Ginsburg and Timothy Mele, brought their own inter-

pretations and methods of  translation (music and theater) to the table that strongly influenced key 

decisions in the flow of  the narrative and its composition. Once the text analysis uncovered themes 

and a meta-narrative, I made the decision to focus on a portion of  the text (the first quarter) and broke 

up a narrative into four parts based on those main themes. We worked concurrently through the music, 

visuals and speech, adjusting for our aesthetic and goals for translation.
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3.E. TEXT ANALYSIS

i. Dataset, Libraries, and Lexicon

The dataset that provides the foundation to skēm is an IRC chat log named #burgersandfries was cre-

ated specifically to strategize actions for Side B of  Gamergate.  This text file included the timestamps 

for each comment and traffic event (i.e., user joining, leaving (temporary) and quitting the forum) and 

the associated user name for each comment and event.

Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) is an open source library for the Python programming language 

to conduct natural language processing. Natural language is the everyday communication that has 

evolved from generation to generation and NLTK is based on the processing of  natural language in 

written form.[Bird]  The authors include University professors, Steven Bird, Ewan Klein, and Edward 

Loper, whose areas of  research include computational linguistics, computational phonology, spoken 

dialogue processing, machine learning for natural language processing, and European Network of  

Excellence in Human Language Technologies (ELSNET).

AlchemyLanguage is a facet of  AlchemyAPI, an IBM company, which uses natural language process-

ing to extract relevant data, such as keyword extraction, concept tagging, taxonomy classification, and 

sentiment analysis.[AlchemyAPI   It is typically used by websites for marketing and business purposes.

The Hashtag Emotion Lexicon is a product of  years of  research by Saif  Mohammad (and team) at the 

National Research Council Canada (NRC). It includes a list of  words and their associations with eight 

emotions: anger, fear, anticipations, trust, surprise, sadness, joy and disgust. The lexicon was produced 

by crowd sourcing and direct human annotation using tweets that included these [hashtag] emotions 

(e.g., [tweet text] #sad).[Mohammed] 

E. Text Analysis
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3.E. TEXT ANALYSIS

i. Method

Wanting to remain open to the outcomes, I began to run the dataset through several iterations of  text 

analysis using NLTK and Excel formulas. NLTK was able to show frequency of  word use, which 

uncovered key themes and also the frequency of  a user’s activity in the chat forum. This indicated the 

main contributors (or characters) to the conversation and what topics were relevant to them at that 

time (in turn informing the narrative). Excel was used to find the rhythm of  the comments and traffic 

by taking the time difference from the timestamp data. 

The Hashtag Emotion Lexicon was used to cross analyze each word in a given section, scoring the 

word across the eight emotions. As each word may relate in some way to multiple emotions and the 

desire was to pull the more dramatic shifts, only scores above 1.0 were accounted for. (Average score 

in the lexicon is 0.58, minimum is 3.18E -6, and maximum value is 2.69.) This provided insight into 

the overall emotional texture of  the piece.

3.vii NLTK Lexical Dispersion Graph

The initial concept included a character-based approach to the narrative. To do this, the text was analyzed for the frequency 
in user comments. This graph displays the top commentators over the course of  the entire chat log. 
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The analysis conducted with the Hashtag Emotion Lexicon provides the overall texture for the narrative. These scores form 
the base for the digitally programmed music and effect the rear projection in the performance.

3.E. TEXT ANALYSIS

3.viii Hashtag Emotion Analysis

AlchemyLanguage was accessed after the initial analysis with NLTK and Hashtag Emotion Lexicon 

were complete. It did not so much provide new types information as it reinforced and drew out the-

matic findings from the previous analysis. The text and thematic findings were then used to write the 

narrative in four acts and provide a map for the composition of  the piano music. The emotion analysis 

became a straight translation to a midi format.
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3.F. SOUND INTERPRETATION

In an attempt to counter the human interpretation, the emotion analysis was directly translated into 

a digital format (midi). The scores were averaged in sections to highlight density in the appearance 

of  certain emotions. In this way, it reduced the noise factor that was inescapable in the sheer volume 

of  the data. The result became a heat map of  the emotions over time. The eight emotions were given 

corresponding sounds or instruments in Logic, the music production software used, and the heat maps 

became the input for the midi.

The traffic of  the forum (i.e., the time between each user joining, leaving or quitting) is in millisec-

onds. When translated to midi it became a wash of  sound that lacked discernible narrative features. 

What it did provide was the illustration of  high activity and the revolving door factor of  such online 

communities. To ground the piece in the online sphere, a portion of  the traffic is repeated throughout 

the entirety of  the piece.

What became apparent in the translation of  the data analysis to sound was the blanket texture it cre-

ated without indications of  an actual narrative with its plot arc and events. Simply reading the chat 

log, certain storylines were clear and one could use the shifts in the sentiment analysis as cues to shifts 

in the narrative. The live piano became a necessary component to skēm. It, alongside the visuals, 

would carry the actual plot.  Arlen Ginsburg, the pianist and composer, worked through the narrative 

– complementing the emotion data – and composed distinct music sections for the plot events while 

maintaining a cohesive feel to the overall narrative.

F. Sound Interpretation
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3.G. VISUAL INTERPRETATION

i. Dataset Visualization

The dynamic visualizations have been created to support the musical elements and mirror the dramati-

zation of  key events as played by the piano. The design of  the visuals are inspired by Oskar Fischinger  

and the understanding that simplifying the visual information (e.g., simple shapes) needed to process 

lends itself  to more engaged viewers and more susceptibility to making meaning. If  the visuals become 

too complex, it becomes hard to draw out the signal from the noise. 

It was an initial choice to create a piece void of  the actual text. Yet, rough trials of  the music and vi-

suals with peers proved that a narrative was clear but knowledge of  the subject matter would enhance 

the positive reception to the piece as a whole. Thus, select lines, directly quoted from the chat log, are 

also displayed in time with the narrative.

G. Visual Interpretation

3.ix Concept Sketches

Early concept sketches attempted to use angles and simple skewed shapes to show negative sentiment, instability, play, and 
energy. 
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3.G. VISUAL INTERPRETATION

i. Actor Component

My background in theater played a strong role the design and development of  skēm. An essential 

element to the impetus and a long-standing concern I have with digital text communication is its 

divorce from the critical components we have come to rely on in communicating with one another: 

facial expression and body language. These elements as forms are much more universal in conveying 

a particular message than text is in its present form. 

Furthermore, this is a conflict that has yet to be resolved, but will continue to provoke issues in our 

communication and our relationships with each other.  A physical body on stage juxtaposed and in 

conversation with the digital elements becomes another expression of  key themes at play.  

3.x Projection on Scrims

A scale model was constructed to quickly test the projections when applied to the layered scrims. The above image was one of  
the first tests for Part One’s call to arms. 
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The performance of  skēm is one facet of  a greater story – a story that continues to unfold. It began as 

an attempt to dissect and underscore the negative behaviors and culture bred by these online platforms 

that are devastating lives (particularly of  women on the Internet), though it has evolved into a greater 

understanding (and appreciation) for these ‘third place’ communities. 

The history of  the web isn’t so much a story about technology, as it is a story about people, and 

how the ways they interact with one another change when new technology allows them to try 

new things. [Stryker] 

The prevalence of  destructive behaviors and attitudes in these anonymous online communities is not 

to be dismissed, but with it also comes a space that breeds the new – new content, new ideas, new be-

ginnings. It takes the thoughts and values we keep protected in our day to day and exposes them for all 

to see. Thoughts and values may clash or they may find harmony, but what is inherent in the exposure 

is a lack of  stasis. There is constant movement and energy for opportunity. 

With the advent of  the Internet and other mobile communication, text - particularly in these chat fo-

rums -  has become its own new language. Our focus has shifted from reliance on our bodies and voices 

to make meaning, to that of  digital expression, most often through text in these online communities. 

The issue stands at the rapid growth of  this reliance without time for us to adapt in how we interpret 

or translate intention in this form – not specific to any one digital venue or community. But perhaps 

Chapter 4
Reflection
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this rapid growth in technology and Internet culture is directly tied to the unwieldy behemoth that is 

the Internet. Perhaps the platforms enabling endless translation, interpretation, and misinterpretation 

are not the core of  the issue, and perhaps they are the step towards solutions.  We need exposure to 

learn and challenging ideals to inspire new pathways. 

We are in the midst of  a data-centric culture, though incidentally, skēm did more to expose the pitfalls 

in data translation than its glory. There is no one way to cut data and if  you come with a pre-conceived 

narrative, you can find the data to tell that story. As a design researcher by trade, it was an unsettling 

conflict of  my own ideals. I believed in data analysis being a truly viable translator of  core meaning. 

With skēm ‘s potential, I imagined an added layer of  algorithmically created sound or visuals working 

alongside text communication that would provide a truer sense of  the words. 

Though sound and visuals may induce greater emotional reaction than plain text, algorithms that 

may be designed to create the accompanying visuals enable stasis – they utilize the same methods of  

interpretation for a reliable translation. An alternate perspective that I now appreciate is that when we 

allow for missteps in communication and interpretation, we give opportunity for new meanings to be 

uncovered and a deeper search for meaning to take place. 

Through skēm - as an iteration in this exploration of  our online communication and behaviors - I 

have found new intrigue, new questions, and new perspectives in our social communication online. 

Though this thesis lacks the rigor of  a true text analysis, in part due to time and resource constraints, 

it has already highlighted the challenges in data analysis and the somewhat impossibility of  objective 

translation. And as we continue to design new technologies and platforms that are essentially built as 

mediums for our inputs and outputs, I may embrace the inherent issues in online communication as 

more than the vehicle for the dark side of  humanity. Yes, we find more collisions due to miscommuni-

cation and limited constraints, but we also find our greatest potential amidst the volatility.
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